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1. The Journey of the Digital Letter Box (called Digital Post)

a) The aim: Bringing an end to the piles of paper to the benefit of both authorities, 

citizens and businesses, including less spending on postage

b) The method: The Digital Post act and getting the message across to both 

authorities and the public

2. Where are we today?

a) Less spending on postage and a stable and user-friendly Digital Post solution 

used by almost 90 percent of the citizens 

b) Digital Post – generation 2 and 3

AGENDA
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Public postage spending for 2011 alone: € 91m 

Business case estimates: € 133m gained per year 

(less spending on postage + fewer work hours) 

A GREAT INCENTIVE: POSTAGE SPENDING



DANISH PUBLIC DIGITAL POST ACT 

Those who are able - must

Those who are not able – shall not – and 

can get an exemption

Physical and digital letters have 

by law been given the same 

legal effect. For both citizens 

and authorities

November 1st 2014 for citizens

November 1st 2013 for businesses



A BIG TRANSFORMATION: AUTHORITIES

- Transition from paper to Digital Post (aim: 80 percent of all 

communication)

- Technical preparations for the reception of Digital Post-letters

- Communication to citizens and businesses about the transition

- Process requests for exemption (municipalities only)



THE EVEN BIGGER 
TRANSFORMATION: THE CITIZENS



CAMPAIGNING ACTIVITIES THROUGHOUT THE 
COUNTRY



EFFECT OF THE TRANSITION: REGISTRATION OF REGISTERED 
AND EXEMPTED CITIZENS DURING THE CAMPAIGN

The number of registered 

citizens more than doubled 

during the transition period



Why chaos looms before 

mandatory Digital Post

Researcher warns against Digital Post –

you will never receive a reply

Digital Post chaos threatens 

before deadline

Oops: Public authorities have 

deferred Digital Post for years

Responsible cabinet minister 

apologizes for Digital Post chaos
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Top three risks during the transition:

1) Public authorities don’t send enough Digital Post

2) Citizens overlook important messages 

3) Too few citizens get exempted





THE DIGITAL POST INBOX 



HOW DOES IT WORK? 
- DIGITAL POST MESSAGING INFRASTRUCTURE

CVR-register 

(Central business 

register)

CPR-register 

(social security 

register)

Digital Post

Directly to the businesses system

Remote printing to those

who are exempted

Document archive

Digital Post 

register 

(exempted or 

recipient)

User interface - citizen

User interface - businessesPublic authority



DIGITAL POST TODAY - THE FIGURES
ACTIVE USERS, TRANSACTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS 



Digital Post messages sent in 2014: € 40m

Public postage spending in 2014: € 50m (€ 91m in 2011)

More than € 40m saved per year  on stamps alone!

What’s left? Public authorities should improve 

– the citizens are ready!



THE JOURNEY OF DIGITAL POST
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2010 2012 2013         2014 2015       2016       2017 2018 2020



DIGITAL POST 2.0 

Same concept

• Learning from our experiences and improving the solution

• Enabling that larger files can be sent

• Facilitation of communication

• Enable communication between

administrations

• Making it easier for the citizen to reply

• Enable forwarding to personal e-mail

-
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3.0 DIGITAL POST

- The final goodbye to envelopes

- Truly digitising the messages: From PDFs to easy and 

transparent data

- ‘Clever’ exploitation of the market

DIGITAL POST 3.0



in

Frederiksberg 

Municipality



THE PUBLIC SECTOR IN DK

The public sector in Denmark is divided into three tiers:

State

Regions (5)

Municipalities (98)

Frederiksberg Municipality:
● Is the 7. larges municipality in Denmark

● has a population of app. 100.000 inhabitants



FREDERIKSBERG MUNICIPALITY
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FREDERIKSBERG MUNICIPALITY

Copenhagen 

Municipality

Frederiksberg

Municipality



Frederiksberg



FREDERIKSBERG MUNICIPALITY
The number of employees is app. 7.000

The Municipality's main areas of responsibility:

Childcare and primary schools

Care for the elderly

Parts of the healthcare system

Urban planning, infrastructure and environment

Administration of Social Security Benefits

Libraries and local culture

Main physical contact point between the public sector and citizens: Jobcentre and 
Citizens Service Centre



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

After the Digital Post solution was implemented 1st of November 2010 the 

real work began

All Public Authorities had to change the way they communicated with 

citizens and enterprises

Naturally e-mail was widely used but…

in many cases written communication – for practical and legal reasons –

was still done by traditional paper letters

This was also the case in Frederiksberg Municipality – three years ago!



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

Frederiksberg was not a “first mover”

The Digital Post project started in earnest in the fall of 2012

The project was organised:

With a central project organisation (two persons)

A local project manager from all five branches within the organisation



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

We made a thorough analysis of the organization to determine:

Which departments generated letters – and how many

Which systems generated letters

What to do with each letter-generating system? – some were relatively 

easy, others had to be adapted

In some departments the caseworkers didn’t use “systems” when 

generating letters but simply used “stand alone” Word templates



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

In Frederiksberg we had to:

Adapt about 2000-3000 letter templates

Ensure that 10 different letter-generating systems were able to communicate 

with Digital Post as efficient as possible

Adapt our multifunction printers to reduce the size of scanned files

Educate app. 600 employees in how to send letters digitally



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

Main obstacles:

The sheer size of the project

Lack of “overview” in the beginning and it took a long time to get it

Many departments were busy with other projects:  reorganisation, new systems 

etc.

Dealing with a number of totally unforeseen problems

Winning the “hearts and minds” of the caseworkers



It is us who 

have to deal 

with the 

angry 

citizens!

The citizens I 

deal with 

wont read 

their digital 

post!

We wont save any 

time at all when we 

send letters to     

Digital Post!

I worry that the 

letters I send 

wont arrive in 

Digital Post



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

These fears were unfounded

The digital letters actually arrive – every time!

The citizens love Digital Post!  - 76 %

They generally read the letters they receive and we have seen no increase 

in unresponsiveness

As a result the caseworkers are now firmly in favour of Digital Post



Development in the 

number of letters sent to 

Digital Post 



Development in the 

number of letters 

sent on paper by 

traditional channels 



DIGITAL POST IN FREDERIKSBERG

We have already digitalized about 70 % of all letters

To reduce the remaining number of paper letters the board of directors has 

decided that:

Paper letters that could have been sent digitally will be returned to sender!

When in doubt the paper letter will be sent but the sender will be contacted

We expect that this initiative will reduce the remaining number of 

traditional paper letters by at least 50 %



ADVANTAGES TO DIGITAL POST
Significant savings in time and money

The problem of undeliverable letters is almost eradicated 

Few letters are lost in the dispatchment process

We can trace all letters sent to Digital Post – advantage to both citizens 

and municipality



ADVANTAGES TO DIGITAL POST
Communication is instantaneous and protected

Citizens can respond directly from Digital Post

When citizens contact us from Digital Post we are certain of the identity of 

the citizen

A Digital Post letter can - in most cases - replace a signed document



YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET!
Digital Post is a “game changer”

Digital Post  is now the norm, not the exception

The focus for the coming years is to make Digital Post a hub for 

communication and not just a depository for letters

Within two years almost all communication will be done digitally


